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from “On Mission Street” 

Despite the threat of winter rain, five men
roll dice, yellow teeth cracked with age.
The bets are small, and the rules obscure.
The dice are hot, like the hand of the devil.
Ones and sixes, twos and threes, the numbers
stack up, higher and higher in ascending spirals
up toward the coming rain and certain heaven
where St. Selena sings the fate of all unlucky men ...
sidewalk salesmen and dealers of notched cards,
guitar-men like Danny, who once revealed 
his secret chord, who knows a thing or two
about rhythm, where to find the beat precisely.
Ones and sixes, twos and threes, the numbers
stacking up, the numbers ascending, skulls
and wire, the desert altars of melted candles
and water bottles, ripped shirts tied in flags,
a homemade memorial for the newly dead,
and for those who ascend into our midst.

                 (on the blog, 99 Poems for the 99 Percent)   

featuring:   REBECCA  BLACK  &   KEITH  EKISS

 Keith Ekiss is the author of Pima Road 
Notebook (New Issues Poetry & Prose, 
2010), a collection focused on the 
American Southwest--the natural forces of 
its desert lands and the history of human 
presence there, from the Pima people to 

the present-day encroachments of golf courses and housing 
developments. Throughout, the desert landscape provides 
both backdrop and metaphor for emotional experience, 
definitions of home, and family relations.

Ekiss is a Jones Lecturer in Creative Writing at Stanford 
University.  His creative nonfiction has been anthologized    
in Permanent Vacation: Living and Working in Our National 
Parks (2011). His translation of Costa Rican poet Eunice 
Odio’s The Fire’s Journey is out in 2012 (Bona Fide Books).

Ekiss will read prose poems about San Francisco from his 
manuscript-in-progress, In Which White Horses Appear.

Rebecca Black and Keith Ekiss, both former Wallace Stegner Fellows and authors of award-winning poetry, will share new 
work from manuscripts-in-progress at December’s Poetry at the Albany Library.  

Rebecca Black's Cottonlandia, is a 2004 
Juniper Prize winner set in the Deep South 
and the California Desert. Its title poem 
shifts between past and present, historical 
and personal, to evoke the delirium of class 

Cottonlandia

Little wheel
something gnarls in the blood
in our Arcadia of mayflies.

We make wine from muscadines,
little wheel turning inside my heart.
In January after the crop

floats to Apalachee
other cargo arrives--old men
boot-blacked before the auction block.

Shawl of cassimere, calamus-
root, one small revolver
on offer at Muse & Co.

Little wheel turning, gossypium
grows gossypium grows
along the roads.

Cotton alone does not spin
into cloth     the bridge itself
does not burn     little wheel

turning inside my heart
what’s been must be storied
grist mill     cotton gin

what’s invented     inventoried
� � �  

and race through a narrative voice of incantatory power.

An assistant professor in the MFA program at University of 
North Carolina, Greensboro, Black was a Fulbright  scholar at 
the Seamus Heaney Center for Poetry at Queen’s University in 
Belfast during 2011.

Black’s new manuscript, Presidio, centers on elegies for two Bay 
Area figures, Iraq War activist Marla Ruzicka and Rogue Wave 
musician Evan Farrell. It also explores the mid-century San 
Francisco years of poet Weldon Kees.
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